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Noted Psychiatrist to Keynote Education Conference
.

.

Robert Coles, who will give the
keynote address tonight for the
three-day Southwest Education
Conference at UNM is a man of
many accomplishments.
In a recent cover story article
uTime" magazine called him ''the
most influential living psychiatrist in
the U.S."
· His interests, however, go beyond
the traditional realm of psychiatry.
A student of American culture, he
has become nationally famous for his
ideas concerning education, politics,
poverty, and sociology.
His address at the ·University
tonight on "Educational Dilemma:
The Purpose of the University in a
Changing Society," will be given at 8
in the Union ballroom.
Following the address he will join
in a panel discussion With UNM

other events throughout tbe
three-day conference.
Coles' influence in diverse areas
has been felt primarily in his articles
and books. Al~bough he is only 42,
he has written 350 articles and 13
books. Many of his books are part of
a continuing multi-volume work that
began in 1967 called "Children of
Crisish and center around the effects
of migration, povel:ty and slums
upon the poor.
His two most recent works are
"Migrants, Sharecroppers,
Mountaineers" and "The South Goes
President Ferrel Heady, Herman North."
His sympathetic studies of the
Sinaiko of the University of Chicago,
Peter Marin, of the New School urban and rural poor constitute an
Exchange, and Clayton. Rich, attack on myths and stereotypes
assistant professor of English at commonly held about them .
In "The Middle Americans,"
UNM.
Coles also will participate in many however, Coles took a different tack

P~EiW~ew Mexico
1-f/19/7~

.

on American culture by examining
the ideas and the attitudes of the
"average" middle class American. His
conclusions were that ·many unfair
stereotypes also have grown up over
the past several years about the
middle class.
·
Writing about Coles, ~~Time" said,
"By rising above the set prejudices of
both liberals and conservatives, Coles
helps depolarize divided society. He
has performed one of the most
difficult and important feats of ·an:
to criticize America and yet to love
it 1 to lament the nation's
weaknesses-its 'greedy,
monopolistic, avaricious and sordid
sides'-while continuing to cherish its
strengths. Most important, he avoids
the sterile dogma of social science
and speaks, unashamedly, from his
heart.,
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Unionization of U Faculty
At Least 3 Years Off

!!
Lament for Larry

Juan Valenzuela (left) and John Wakeland rehearse "Lament for Larry," one
of the numbers in the UNM Dance Workshop performance April 21·23 in Keller
Hall. Tba program will begin at 8:15 each evening.
Lament was choreographed by Valenzuela, a modern dance instructor at the
Institute of .Atnerican Indian Arts in Santa Fe. Elizabeth Waters directs the
show.
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SAIGON (OPI)-Communists 1 in Cambodia. the Communists MondAy while 1J&!Z6 flew 20
have knocked two U.S. Navy may be trying to secure the two additional missions.
attack vessels out of action, the main roads trom Saigon to
The:! tf.s. C<:Jmtnittd said twa
U.S. command said Tuesday, and Cambodia. The only other roads Americ.!in saiJof& wete killed and
North Vietnamese troops stepped are Highways 22 and 14 which 16 w6ttt!dE!d in ~parate attacks
up their attacks along· the two branch off Highways 1 and 13.
on the guided Missile destroyer
major highwa~s running from.
Laird said there was no truth to Buchanan and the frigate Worden.
Cambodia to Saigon.
a report that President Nbcon had
The Buchanan was hit by North
In Washington, Defense ordered a halt to bombing of Vietnainese coastal batteries
Secretary M~lvin lt. Laird said North Vietnam pettding teaction Monday. One sailor died attd
U.S. air attacks were continuing to attacks last weekend against seven were wounded.
against North Vietnam as well as Hanoi and Haiphong-the
The Worden was hit by a
---against con1munist--rorces-ar.:d-emmtcy'o--two7~gc:;t ;:;!t!es;;-.-~~-'11...r.'t;:;.e.z-t~~i~s-e~,p.!osion p~~p2
supply lines in taos, Cambodia
Laird said raids against the from a Coinmunist t«?tpedo
andSouth Vietnam.
north continued "at this boat-Sunday ~omewhere. Itt the
Fighting spurted upward mom.ent," but there was no Gulf of Tonkm. One sador was
m a r k e d 1 y in Cambodia, indication what locations were killed and nine injured.
parti<wlarly along H:ighway 1 attacked, how many planes or
Both ships were knocked out of
linking Saigon and Phnom Penh. what type of aircraft took part.
action.
Cainbodian sources said a major
Eight·engine B52s raided
offensive similar to the one in a a i p h o n g S u n d a y an d
South Vietnam may be forming tighter•bombers attacked both
but it was too soon to tell for Haiphong and Hanoi.
ASUNM Budget Meeting
sure.
(The North Vietnamese
In South Vietnam, a new battle delegation to the Paris Peace Talks
T:tte ASUNM Senate w111
seemed to be shaping ·up around said 47 civilians were killed and
meet at 5:30 tonight to
An toe, the battered provincial 101 injured in Haiphong. It said a
finalize the proposed 1972·73
capital 60 miles north of Saigon. tinal count had not been made in
budget.
North Vietnamese troops also Hanoi but a ttumber of civilians,
'rhe meeting was scheduled
slipped around the town and including women and children,
an hour and one half eattiet
attacked near Lai Khe-a:bout were killed.)
than usual to allow ample
hal£way to Saigon.
The U.S. Command said it
time to discuss the budget
11oth An Loc and Lai Khe are attacked oil storage areas on the
and also because Sen. Pat
as'tride Highway 13-the vital outskirts of both towns but the
GalJagher wants to go see
north-south highway f'rom Saigon Soviet Union said foUl' of its
Elvis tonight. Goodness
to Cambodia where a ~O,OOO·man merchant ships anchored at
knows we wouldntt want him
South Vietnamese Division has Haiphong were damaged in the
t o a .r r i v e 1 a t e f 0 r
been trying to move northward raid.
Albuquerque's ushow of the
for more thati a week.
u.s.· fighter-bombers new 524
century/•
With the attacks alottg Highway bombing raids in South Vietnam

Although not unionizing yet; the two largest state chapters
of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
are generally in favor of AAUP getting into the collective
bargaining business.
Marion Cottrell, state AAUP chairman and UNM chapter
president, analyzed the effects on ~ew Mexico schools of an
impending national resolution advocating "vigorousn support
for AAUP chapters making a bid for acting as bargaining
representatives for university faculties.
"As far as collective bargaining (at UNM} in the next two
or three years, my answer would have to be negative,"
Cottrell said, adding that the state AAUP Conference's
"major concern" was working for "good and fair" public
employes bargaining legislation in the 1973 session of the
state legislature.
"I have talked to a n11mber of faculty ·across campus,
maybe 50 to 60 peopie and have gotten negative- reaction
from only tw.o or three."
The AAUP, established some 50 years ago, has concerned
itself primarily with legally defining academic· freedom and
with establishing a strong tenure system. Its involvement in
collective bargaining came in response to active campaigning
by the American Federation of Teachers and the National
Education Association to organize university faculties.
Unioni~ation in the next few years at UNM is unlikely
because UNM's strong tradition of academic freedom
"offsets" the economic situation. However, "continuing
severe economic limitations" could make the UNM faculty
more receptive to unionization, Cottrell said.
New Mexico State's AAUP Chapter has "had a more
activist response tban any other campus" to the collective
batgHihing idea, h(l! §aid. NM Eastern and NM Western
ftwulties are "too int1midated to see the role of a faculty, let
alone collective bnrgaining. H
mf~
l,...,
b :t!
UP
.tile resolution w be put e... ore the national AA .
Conference in May calls for the "vigorous selective
development" of collective bargaining "beyond present
levels., Doubling the current allocation of $100,000 to
11 •
b
• •
· ·
1 1
1
aff
d
~o ectlV~ argai?mg . orgamzation ega couns~ ! st
an
InformatiOn services IS the level of support antiCipated. The
-J\!O:!":ol"i~tion~s1Jl'llcbq_d_g~t totaledsome $1,740\000. _
. ... . .
While not advocating-strikes~-Cottrell-siilct th-e-xAur-·-·--·version of collective bargaining "has a lot of power already.,
• •
.
.
.
listmg the use of mediators, and court actmn.
Another power of a bargaining agent would be more access
to financial information on a university. Now~ Cottrell said,
the faculty budget review committee "takes the
.
d
· .
administration's war for it (on fundmg questions)" and
doesn't do "independent studies or propose alternatives,'' as
wouldabargainingagent.
Cottrell said a bargaining agent would be more able to
instigate court action, adding it would be questionable
whether the present faculty committees "would have any
status in court.;'
The UNM Board of Regents in 1970 adopted a set of
guidelines for unionization of University personnel which
·
h
include pro ibitions against a closed shop and provisions for
election of the bargaining agent.
Cottrell said the AAUP, should they decide to organize
here "could live with those guidelines" but they might need
to go to the Regents for "re-interpretation or clarification.',.
.
UNM's AAUP chapter has 210 members of a some 800
member faculty.
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a fdend

editorial

The 1Vew University
The easing of the University's senior
residence requirement reflects the faculty's
perception of the changing role of the
university, and the changing relationship of
the student to a university:
The .position paper issued by a
subcommittee of the Committee on
Entrance and Credits acknowledged the
"o bse:rvable lack of a character of a
community of either scholars as a group ur
students as a group."
The myth of the closed University dies
hard, but it is dying. Today's University is
much like an intellectual drive-in bank.
Students ''drive-in" for a couple of years,
take a few courses, then drift out into the

real world.
Community education and social projects
such as those administered by lSRAD, or
organized through the ethnic studies centers
HJend" scholarly and research talent to the
outside community.
The notion of an internally cohesive
intellectual community is incompatible with
the public funded multiversity. To try and
impose• the charactel' of the halls of ivy days
on the multiversity limits its possibilities to
be fle:ll'.ible and innovative.
We are glad to see the faculty adopt the
relaxes senior residency requirements, and
hope this fosters more specialized branches
and programs to meet new student needs.

Egg Salad, Deviation Stlrreil-in~io-Film Stew
Pandora's
Box
By Dave Forematl
Mankind, during its brief stay on this earth, has come up
with some incredibly scatterbrained ideas. The most
outlandish of these have been proposed by those speedy little
beavers, the engineers. Most of us are familiar with their
worst bad dreams, whether constructed or merely
contemplated, such as Aswan Dam, the sea-level Central
American canal, or Ramparts Dam. However,leoming on the
horizon, lies the most farfetched and frightening
misadventure since man first started trying to play God. This
is NAWAPA! the North American Water and Power Alliance.
In the words of its creators, the Ralph N. Parsons
Company, "NAWAPA is a master plan concept that proposes
taking advantage of the geographical and climatologlcal
factors of the North American continent in contrast to the
single river basin plan. It would utilize the excess water of
Alaska, the Northwest Territories and Rocky Mountain
regions of Canada, and distribute it to the water-deficient
areas of Canada, the United States, and Northern Mexico in
sufficient quantities to assure adequate water supplies for
·
generations to come."
Okay, now that we know the basic concept of NAWAPA,
how is all this to be accom.plished? A stupendous reservoir on
the Yukon River would be built to extend from Cathedral
Rapids in Alaska across the Yukon Territory into British
Columbia. The Peace River in Northern B.C. would be
dammed. A 500 mile long reservoir would be created in
British Columbia and Montana by damming the Rocky
Mountain Trench. The Clark, Snake, Clearwater, and Salmon
Rivers in the Northwest U.S. also would be extensively
dammed and developed. In other words, the virgin wilderness
of Alaska, Northem and Western Canada, and the
Northwestern United States would be drowned.
This water would then be pumped through tunnels, canals,
and aqueducts to the arid lands of the western United States,
the Great Plain::~, and northern Mexico. Also, a navigable
waterway would be sliced across the Prairie Provinces of
Canada. linking the Pacific Ocean and the Great Lakes. In the
East, "NAWAPA would harness the energies of rivers entering
James Bay, permit stabilization of levels in the Great Lakes
and St. Lawrence, and provide a barge canal across central
Quebec." Water also could be provided to water short areas
of the eastern United States. NAWAPA will cost $100 billion
and take 30 years to complete.
Before you reel in horror and run to the nearest. batlu;QqlJ:!.

letters. • •

Low Point

Oh, come on! Surely freedom
of the press dolls not include the
unedited obscenity of a vulgar
moron which appearl)d in next to
the last paragraph of a critique on
the Ballet Folklorico of Mexico,
page 4 o£ the {Daily) Lobo
Thursday, April13, 1972.
It js distasteful enough for the
so•Cillled "writer" to iJrepare such
uneducated ~bagc, but it is
further nauseating that the
~ditotial stttff permits it to be
print~ d.
If the students' campus news
media has degenerated to this new
low in the guise that four-letter
obscenities are part of the New
Freedom, then the University
president and his staff might do
well to "clean the blackboards"
before a revolting group of
taxpayers does it for them!

--· - --·-~---- ---·Virgii·A;·!iw:tia---

------~

----

Grading Reply
I have noted with great interest
the following set of events in the
(Daily) Lobo:
1. An atticle on page one
rcpOl:ting the gr~;>a.t conce~ns of
Hub~;>r and Hendrickson over the
imminent collapse of academic
.standards nt UNM;
2. Two guest editorials refuti!1g'
the findings of those University
officials.
Ina<:much as neither Huber nor
Hendrickson has se~;>n fit to
answer their critics, mn:Y I assume
they have n•nlized the
s p <' ciousness or their own
nrgum~>nt and are prepal'ing an
apology':'
Jall\<'S Craig

Campus Asphalt
At> r.t-utle>uts het·t• ut UNM, we
haw prid(Jd ours<'lws in tlw fact
l'ar,e 2

that the campus architecture is of the west stairs where a patch of
-unique and that it is beautiful in n::phalt, approxirn!ltely 6' by 12'
places. Now we shake our heads in wa.s lain earlier to provide passage
wonder at the "architectural to the bookstore.
triumph" o£ Zimmerman Plaza,
Why couldn't it have been an
Yes, it does not take one long brick and cement? Was it the
to see the possibilities of having a cost? Was it the time element?
beautiful extension to the MaU.ln What's gonna happen when the
£act, the plans for the new extreme temperatures cause it to
creation looked good, but buckle and crack? Who wants to
somehow the results are not.
be on that thing in the hot
0 ne does not need a summer? Or does it really matter?
:magnifying glass f;o observe the Did anyone care bow it would
asphalt that has transfigured look?
Zimmerman Plaza into,
As OJ.'le c;tn plainly sl!e, it is not
Zimmeiman Parking Let." :It 'ilf going to be a pleasant place to sit,
indeed. ugl)'. No two ways about walk across or to look at. It would
itp
be nice to see the University take
If you do not agree take some immediate action and have
another look. There are cracks all it done over and right. Let's
along the edges where the aspltalt rebuild the Plaza.
meets the cement. The seaming of
the asphalt to asphalt is quite Robert Sullivan
noticeable, especially at the base Stevert Rowell

______ :_____

r----------------------------.
Oaily Lobo Editorial Staff
Casey Church, editor
Don Burge, managing editor
Mark Sanchez, city editor
'l'om Reichert, sports editor
Charles Andrews, arts &
media editor
Chuck Fell, plloto editor
ltosalie Ferguson, make·up editor
Garry Kirchmeier, advertising manager

Starr writers: Gr<>t.chen Block, Mtlrk Blum, Debbie Britten,
Sam Dubois, Totn Fitzpatrick, Paula Holland, Wendy Kaufman,
Bob Huetlwr, Sue Landon, Sandra McCmw, Kathy Ptacek,
Dl'bbie Rettingt•r, Paul Scherr, Randy Sitton, Duchess Smith,
Christina 1'ryk, Christy Laidlaw, Jan Holland
Sports start Wt'iters: Wolf Aguilar, Greg Lalire, Jim Pensiero,
Rogt•r Ruvoln
Arts and tn(•dia writet·s: Scott Beaven, Grant Houston, Tom
Lyn1'!1, Ita Wagner
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SusinNm staff: .Jan garnshaw, David Salaillar, Mi!w Hurlf•y,
Priscilla Brown, lkbotah McKinney, Christy Pt•ters

to puke, read on and have your fears allayed. "NAWAPA
benefits everyone-NAWAPA would be a continent-wide
development of natural resources on a long.term basis for the
eventual benefit of all. It is conceived on sound economic
and moral principles. No area will have water taken from it
except that which is now. or in the foreseeable future, going
to waste. Most of the water planned for NAWAPA now runs
unused into the Pacific or Arctic Oceans."
This plan is undoubtedly the most monstrous example of
megalomania ever to issue from the damned human race. It
puts Ozymandus to shame. The Egyptian Pharoahs had
nothing on the Ralph N. Parsons Company. In New Mexico,
E. Lee Francis is running for the U.S. Senate with NAWAPA
as his platform. NAWAPA is a serious proposal by one of the
major engineering firms in the world. A lot of people in high
places really would like to pull off this biggest pork-barrel
boondoggle of all time. Just think of all the money to be
made by all the people on a $100.billion project.
I'm not sure of the exact environmental consequences of
NAWAPA, but it would completely disrupt the world's
weather by diverting enormous amounts of water from the
Arctic Ocean to the dry Southwest. Massive wildlife habitat
would be totally eradicated. No other activity of man has had
the effect this grandoise scheme would. Nowhere in Parson's •
NAWAP A literature have I been able to find the slightest
mention or consideration of environmental problems
associated with this super god-imitation.

*

*

"WHAT'S UP TIGElt LILY?"
Woody Allen
Guild Theater

eml:larr11ssing. Lots of "What's Up
Tiger Lily?" is good. I.ots of it is
embarrassing.
Woody
First
taste you love him or :you hate
him, With equally good reasons.

* * *

''What's Up Tiger Lily?" is a
Japanese spy film. Woody has
s~:~pplied the dialog. Everybody

I
II

* * *

Birding Oppottunities

· Charles A. Hundertmark, a
member of the Central New
M~xico. Audobon Society, will
speak about the "Pleasures and
Problems on the Rio Grand~" on
April 20. He will discuss good
birding opportunities along the
river and the pbreatotype control
problem.
Open to the public and free,
the talk will be at 7 :30 p.m. at the
UNM Physics and Astronomy
Building, Lomas and Yale NE.

Climb Up To The Finest

'fJ

Woody says supplying dialog to
a movie from somewhere else has
been done before. He says it was
done in "Go-ne With The Wind."
He may be right.

*"' . ** **

* * *

Comedy depends on deviation
from an established norm. Woody
just devia~es. He is a deviate,
Deviates are funny. *
Remember Playboy l"laymate

Woody loves the word hickey.
He thinks it's funny. He might be
right.

* *

..
There'~>

Vigilante applications can be
picked up for the :,;ophomore
men'.s honorary in room 157 of
Scholes Hall. A minimum GPA of
2.75 is required. Applicants must
be sophomores by next fall.
The deadline for applications is
April 30, 5 p.m.
.

Absentee Voting ·

Somebody told
Winnie-the·Pooh about Woody's
idea for this movie. "That would
not be· a good plan," said Pooh.
Pooh went to see it He had to
admit he liked it.

* * *

Woody likes pun:;: ''I'm Mr,
Wong," ''I thought he was Mr.
Wong." "You're not Wong, he's
Wong too." "Two Wpngs don't
make a Wight."

*

* *

Woody's next movie is Dr.
Reuben's "Everything You
Wanted to Know About Sex"
boo it.

* * *

Let's give Woody a standing
ovulation.

·

If you will not be here for the
June 6 primary you may. begin
absentee voting procedures at the
McGovern table in the Union.
Under new ·voting laws you
need be in the state. only 30 days
to be eligible to vote.
The deadline for registering to
vote is April 25.

11

famous international dishes
(Hlmgarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)

r Bernadette Chaves I

lunch

.Vote for

11 :3o·2:3o

dinner 5:3o-g:3o

413 Romero St. N:'V\1.

ASUNM President

of Old Town Plaza

2

blocks N.W.
242-4986

Anthony Silva
ASUNM Vice President

WE HAVE
IMPO CLOGS!
Shoes that look like this must have
something going for them, right? Right!
They're the most comfortable things on
1Wofeet.
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De!uxe. Brown or blue suede, White or navy pert 4-10 sizes.
12.95.

Flexible. Blue, red, beige or brown corkette. 12.95. White perf.
12.95. 4-1 Osizes.

*

*a beautiful
* '*

shadow
play. A hand comes across the
screen. It looks like it's in the
projection room. It tries to get a
hair out of the lens. It's the best
moment in the movie. It's worth
seeing the movie for,

Vigilantes Applications

With the increasing number of
1) Make a fi~;t and bring it
reported rapes on the UNM tlown hal!'d on the back of his
· campus, women should be aware hand. He may relax his grip for a
of pr11.ctical steps they can take if few seconds. Scream and 'try to
assaulted or molested in any way. face your assailant.
New York City Policewoman
2) Lift your foot and trying to
Betty Lee, who spend$ much of bring your shoe down hard on the
her free time lecturing on self instep of his foot.
defense to womQn's groups, gives
3) Push your purse into the
the following pointer!\ to women, front of his face. Do not swing it
Women should attempt to at his head because this is
prevent attack$ by arranging to ineffectual.
always be accompanied by others
4) U&e one or two fingers to
if they plan to be Jn an unknown poke at his eyes.
or strange area, especially after
Women should be aware of
dark.
these techniques and program
H you think someone is themselves to respond now. while
following you, head immediately they are under no stress of attack,
for the nearest open store or
However, no matter what
house.
means of defense are taken, the
Confidence often scares a most effective thing to do is
potential rapist so if you believe !!cream. Yelling is almost always a
someone to be following you, good means to scare off an
turn and stare at him. attacker. You can apologize later
Psychologically, rapists are scared if you have made a mistake.
people and will turn and flee at
the slightest provocation.
When driving alone, keep doors .
and windows locked. Always
· check the backseat of your cat
before entering or unlocking the
door.
Policewoman Lee advises
against the carr.ying of weapons,
In many cities they are illegal and
gives the rapist a chance to grab a
knife or gun and turn 'it upon his
victim,
·
On the ·question of dcfcmdlng
oneself, Lee states that if the
attacker wants only your purse or
rtto ttey, Jet him -have it. She
suggests that women think twice
before entering into a physical
fight with a male who is often
much bigger than herself.
However, if you should decide
to take the ri$ks of fighting him,
Lee urges the following tactics:

-------------------=--~

* * *

Racism can be fun. Woody
makee fun of the Yellow Peril.
Woody ia a sheenie A~chie
Bunke!:', Both of them ar-e funny.

Defenses Against Rape:
Scream, Kicl< and Gouge

I

China Lee? You ge.t to see most of
her knockers near the end.

* * *

* * *
Allen is oysters.

Salvador D11li: "1 do not take
drugs. I am drugs." Woody Allen
does not make comedy. He is
comedy, Sometimes.
When he is good he is very good
and when he is bad he is

talks about egg :mlad whil'il tlwy
rape and carry-on,

RhOaes

Women's Shoes, Main Floor

Land-use and subdivision control are the most important
-environmemat issue:s- in~New---Ivtexh.•tr-i:ihis-yt:"..r:-We-n.tttat aU---- --jj',- --·----·t-·----aid in t~e .effort to protect our land from exploitation and
destructiOn. Earth Week 1972 is concentrating on this
problem with their 300 foot long red, white, and blue
petition demanding that the State Legislature enact
comprehensive land use legislation next year. You can help.
Come to the UNM Mall this Saturday, April 22, for a
moto.tcade to Santa Fe. Harvey Mudd of the Central
Clearinghouse will speak at a rally there and then participants
will march to the State Capitol to present Gov. King with the
petition. There will be TV coverage.

* * *
Possibly the greatest use of the National Forests in New
Mexico is by people from Albuquerque. The Forest Service
has finally realized this and is taking Albuquerqt•e into
consideration for its meetings on the Roadless Area
Inventory. There will be a meeting to discuss the Roadless
Areas of the Cibola National Forest at 7 p.m. Friday April
21, at the City Commission Chambers, City HaiL 400
Marquette NW. We must pack this meeting with wilderness
supporters.
:NEW MEXICO LOBO

Courteous service with
a complete line of mountaineering gear.

ilnuttttttn
<t1bul.rt
1406 EUBANK BLVD., N.E.
W<!dncsda}', Aptill!l, 1972

C9RONADO CENTER; LOUISIANA & MENJI.Ul-MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 9:30A.M. to 9 P.M.
SATURDAY, 9:30 A.M. to 6 P.M. SUNDAYt NOON to- S P.M. PHONE 298·8711
Page 3

ASUNM Candidate Platform Statements

Still More ASUNM Candidate Platform Statements

an

accredited, 2. Without
activity
changed, They may seem like
fee ASUNM will not be able to
insignificant thing$ on the surfactil
·function effectively. 3. lf ASUNM
a$ compared to problems such as
does not function as an effective
parking and increased fees, but
govel'nment body, the student will
Since I have been on this
nevertheless, they are irritating to
pay the price.
campus, I have heard many people
many of us.
University Governance is a
voice their dissatisfaction toward
The ventilation system in the
major issue. Because of our
the functioning of the Senate in
anthropology building is very
limited say in such things as
its approach to University tasks.
poor in the hotter months of the
teacher evaluations, class off!ldngs
This includes such action as
year. However, .600 students are
and tenUJ:e for profe:>Sors, we have
passing leglslation that is a breach
stm crammed in there to sit for an
seen problems in numerous
of what Is actually needed.
hour and 15 minutes, trying to
departments. It would be
It is vital, I feel, that elected
concentrate on a professor who is
beneficial to have a s,tuderit as a
student senators must be honest
just as hot. After several lectUJ:es,
member of the faculty-tenure
and forthright in their actions and
the stuffiness is unbearable. I plan
committee, to help decide which
not allow legislative ineptitudes.
to do something about this poor
professors will become permanent
They must not play the role of a
ventilation in the interest of those
fiXtures of our University.
politician who simply exchanges
who enjoy cmnfort.
.
P...SUNM needs to sponsor more
favors. It is necessary that student
I feel it is a disgrace that the
worthwhile student activities like
senators be open·minded, and to
library, being <t fire trap as it is,
the Media Week that was
be able and willing to prevent
does not have any secondary
sponsored a year ago. I'm not
such actions as special favors and
routes of e;~dl;;t. The windows
knocking the programs already in
special interests from occurring in
won't even open easily in the
existence, but I feel we need a
the Senate,
stacks to allow exit in an
variety of programs, educational, Janice E. Arnold
The primary reason for the David Pederson
emergency. Many students are in
cultural and just for fun. The
large amount of student apathy is Senate candidate
the library at the same time and it
Senate
candidate
Nizhoni Days, sponsored by the
the fact that they as individuals
would really be a disaster if there
Kiva
Club, was a perfect example
can not and will not be heard by
I am ru.nning fm: the ASUNM
was a fire.
The
worst
you
think
about
the Senate. l firmly believe that Senate because I think that all of activities that proved to be student government, in general, is
Because I am aware of the
the fundamental task of any UNM students $hould be more interesting, educational and fun probably true. It's too idealistic, necessity of change for the better
for
all
involved.
student senator should be to do involved in student government. I
and am confident that the change~
As for campus improvements: it'!> slow, it's not representative, can be made, I welcome, "con
everything that is in his power to think that I can well repr!lsent the
and
it's
often
a
game,
But
that
guarantee that each individual or interests of any, and all, A.SUNM One small minority of students does not mean that student mucho gusto," the challenge of
legitimate group be free to express students in the ASUNM Sena,te. I are discriminated against, I'm government is bad or unnecessary. running for the Senate and the
their :feelings and never have feel that the interests of all $peaking of the handicapped Student government at UNM is subsequent responsibility of
reeson to become aliem~ted. When students. and factions of students, person. We owe the chance for an POWERFUL. With this power initiating the process of change,
everyone is given an opportunity need to be represented. I believe eq,ual education to all peop!e, and properiy utilized, student for these specific needs and to
for power th!ln there is no that any group on campus that is we need to make UNM a campus government can be swift, work for any other desirable
justifiable reason for one to resort endeavoring to do something that that encourages persons who are representative, and a servi~e to projects.
to illegal methods to obtain this will be beneficial to UNM and its handicapped {veterans and others) students. After having served one
students, deserves the full support to return for an education. I term in student government, and
power.
would also like to institute a
of
the ASUNM Senate.
The principal goal for my
seeing all the inefficiencies, I was
I thinlt that the ASUNM Senate campus beautification program, frustrated at its ineffectiveness. I
catldidacy for :;tudcnt senator i:;
to protect and strengthen the should take a more active part in based on a wor~~study prowam. had to learn the intricacies of
realm of each individual's rights the policy making processes that
student government in order to be
and liberties instead o£ enforcing administer UNM. I am very much
as
e£fective as I could. Now, with
conforming behavior which w.il! in favor of the appointment of a
that experience, I feel 1 can do
student
to
the
UNM
Board
of
keep the existing institutions
more in a second term to make
Regents. I feel that it is of the
functioning smoothly.
student
government meaningful to
utmost importance that the
students
at UNM. What we need is
feelings and opinions of UNM's
a
realistic
approach to student
students are made kno\Vll to the
New Mexico
government,
.!:ather than "hokey"
Regents, and the UNM
platforms
filled
with idealitJtic
DAILY LOBO
administration.
promises that, given our student
l consider that the most
Vol. 75
No. 130
government, can never be realized.
effective way for the voices of
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
UNM
's
students
to
be
heard
is
by
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
David Dees
the !llection, and supporting, of a
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
Senate candidate
strong student government. If I
4102, 277·4202;
am elected, I will work to :make
Advertising 277-4002
I, David, Dees, am one of 28
the ASUNM Senate a stJ;ong and
'l'hc Daily New Mexico Lobo is
candidates running fot 10
effective governing body, and I
published Mondny through Friday
ASUNM Senate seats. If elected I
will make your voices heard.
every regular week of the Univerintend to give the on·campus
sity year by the Boa~d of Student
Linda Eckhardt
student a stronger voice in policy.
Publications of the University of
New Mexleo, and is not financially
The modern-day student Julie Willcut
Senate
candidate
associated wlth UNM. Second class
requires modern·day information Senate candidate
postage pald lit Albuqcrquc, New
sources. We, the students, want to
Mexico 87106, Subscription rate is
'rhe important issue in this Muffin Kennedy
$7 for the academic year,
know what's happening in the
Senate
candidate
campaign
is,
SHOULD
student
I'm Julie Willcut, a candidate
Thll opinions exPressed on the
world around us as well as in the
govetnment
exist
at
UNM?
My
editorial pages of The DaUy Lobo
for
ASUNM Senate-an interested
society
we
have
created
here
at
I am Muffin (Mary Jo)
name is Linda Eckhardt, a
arc those of the autho~ solely, Un·
candidate! It seems to me that the
the
University.
Without
KUNM
slgned opinion is that of the edi·
Kennedy,
running
for
Senate.
As
a
candidate for Senate, and I am
best qualification 1 can off~r, is
torial board of The DaUy Lobo.
concnered about ASUNM and native of Albuquerque for 18 and the New Mexico Daily Lobo my willingness to work for the
Nathl.n:: prL'!ted 1n The Dailv f,obo
would
be
in
the
Dark
this
campus
UNM for the follo;;:ingr:Jasons: 1. years, I have watched UNM grow
nec~ssarily represents the views of
students and the University.
the Univ~>rsitv of New Mexko,
Without a workable student and have a strong concern for this Ages. For these :reasons, I feel th:tt
1
One of the most important
the
financial
needs
of
our
government UNM will not be University. Upon completing my
issues
in the election, r feel, is
freshman year, having enjoyed information facilities cannot be University
Governance. University
ignored.
and participated in student affairs,
Governance
would be a
Since I live in the dorms it's
and served. as Senate assistant. my
committee
composed
of
PRIORITY is to serve as your easy for me to see the problems undergraduates, graduate
OFFICE OF AJ!AIISSIONS AND RF.COkDS
facing the on·campus student. If
student Senator.
students, and faculty members. It
l support the mandatory elected, I '11 do my best to would
be available to ALL
minimize
the
effects
of
these
real
athletic fee. The:re were 88
students.
activities offered to the students problems such as ripoffs and poor
1. It would hear problems and
last year, which a.verages 33 cents food quality in the dorms,
solve cases brought to them by
an event. Diversification of
the students.
activities offered something for
2, It would try to set up a class
everyone.
when the students felt the need
The activity fee must be
for a particular class.
retained. These funds enable
3. Students on the
ASUNM to function. Without this
Faculty-Tenure Committee-to
fee and the service it provides,
help examine Faculty Evaluation
we would not be an accredited.
Sheets.
school. A functional student
I'm in favor of having a
government must exist for a
manda.tory
ASUNM activity fee.
school to be accredited.
A1so, a mandatory athletic fee,
. I am .alsQ .. for. JJu.iver:;itv
becaus.e without both of them. the
Governance. Too many times:students would loose a great deal
students learn that without
of power.
notice, their elasses for their
I encourage eachof you to vote
majoJ: have been eliltlinated which
on April 26 for the people you
is a real hardship.
feel qualified to sertre ASUNM
A college community o£ 19,000
and l hope you will feel Julie
students is certainly entitled to a
Willcut is one of those qualified
yearbook. The student body of
people.
UNM is larger than most of the 32
counties in the state of New
Mexico.
Math Contest
I am dedicated to the welfare
of all members o£ the University
The Fxeshrnan Mathematics
community.
Contest
will be given Apt"il 29
l would appreciate your Tomas A. Casados
frotn 9 a.m. to noon in the
support as your candidate for Senate candidate
fionors Lounge of Zimmerman
ASUNM Senate.
LibrarY:. All ftesh:men are eligible
Course Request Cards
"God grant me the serenity to and others may take it for their
Honors Assembly
accept the things I cannot change; own personal benefit.
to change the things I can; the
The
Honors
Assembly
has
been
The exam will cover freshman
Must Be Turned In BEFORE
scheduled for May 2 at 7:30p.m. wisdom to know the calculus, some number theory,
difference,''·-Anon.in the ballroom of the Union.
and possibly some geometry.
Departments or organizations
I know as wd! !'S you do. that
Prizes will include
wishing to participate this year there are various things that mathematical texts and/or gift
cannot be changed in one election certifical;es, and certificates of
should contact Ric Trainor, in
term. However, I have the merit.
care of the Office of the Dean of
Students, room 157, Scholes Hall confidence that ther~ also are
Fot further information,
by April14.
things that can and must be contact Richard Grassi.
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Rick Hock
Senate candidate

(!!!)

DAYS

LEFT

PRE-REGISTRATION
FOR FALL 1972-73

Chicano
Bernadette Chaves
Presidential candidate
Anthony Silva
Vice-presidential candidate
We've got it together! We wish
to represent you, the 15,000
und!lrgraduates who wish to have
a voice in student government.
We are not an echo of past
administrations and intend to
infuse the offices of President and
Vice President with a new spirit of
welcome for our minority
brothers and sisters and other
forgotten groups.

One way we can do this is to
expand community relations
through a concerted effort by all
the colleges and unlv.ersi~ies in the
State under one Statewide
Student Association. By doing
this we can achieve the students'
goals of promoting the Library
Fund Referendum, getting voting
student regents, and impressing
local a.nd national governments
with student voting power.
The parking problem is only
one complicated issue within a
whole range of ecological
problems needing positive
solutions. We will work for the
pa~king solution~ proposed by
Prof. Paul Schmidt, including

more guarded bicycle parks and
free bi)sing from parking lots.
Asphalt malls are not our ide11 of
landscaping. While we ask the
University to consider our point
of view, we will also addres:;; the
community on the disturbing
prolHeution o£ sub-divisions,
concrete monuments to the
obsession with industrial
"progress" in the fact of more
basic human needs.
In re(erence to ASUNM
funding, our effort will be to J:ight
what we consider the injustices of
past administrations. We will not
narrow but expand the present
focus on ASUNM spending. The
minorities, Women's and Tenant
organizations will receive priority
in new budgeting, without
excluding the interests of students
of many different per~uasions.
Finally, we believe that only
through our election and the
election of a sympathE'tic Senate

Donald B. Jeffries
Senate candidate
The stale rhetoric of eras past
has ceased to be relevant in
today's complex and ever
changing world. No longer can
public officials appeal only to the
wealthy, powerful, and $Ocially
prominent members of the
system; We must now turn our
energies toward the desires of the
vast majority of the voting
electorate. We can no longer
hoard our capabilities and u~e
them in the interests of the Few;
we must now accept the challenge
that the new age has presented
us-the People and their general
furtherance shall be our only
object.
If elect!ld, I plan to initiate my
energies toward the advancement
of the concept that student
monies shall be used for the
benefit of the greatest number of

that l Wi$h to "stl'ive hard for are:
{1) More monies for the minority

studies, a push for the People, and
( 2) More monies for cultural
events that shall benefit all
groups. United we :;tand-plea.se
giv(i me your vote on April 26.

(.And even more exciting
statements on page 6)

r.

CASA
LUNA
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Pizza
Spaghetti

Italian Food
FREE DELIVERY
242-8413
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The College Inn

Eddie Sanchez
Robert Griego
s·enate candidates
We are both business students
and we are seeking your support
and vote because we will make
every sincere effort possible to
voice student opinion in Senate.
We propose to reform the
budget whereby a greater
pel.'centage of the students will
benefit from the allocations. We
feel that the proposed budget
does not equitably reprl)sent the
major portion of the students.
Apathy is "!/cry prevalent on
campus because students do not
believe they can initiate changes,
thus we would propose moxe
student voice in University
policie$ such as: campus
beautification, student housing,
student financial aid, bicycle
security and paths, and. dormitory
food and security.
We realize that a great majority
of the students are unable to
-l'ltt~nd athlEtic_ activities even .
though they are f-orced to pay an
athletic fee. On this basis we
would pro_pose to make the

athletic fee optional to each
individual student.
A very relevant issue in our
minds and in the ltlinds of all
other students on campus is the
grading system. Since grades are
not a complete evaluation of a
student's performance in the
classroom, we believe that tlle
present grading system should be
changed to "A, B, C, D and
No·Credit."
We realize that the present
parking situation is placing a great
burden on the students and is
growing worse each semester. We
would attempt to explore every
avenue and recommend the
alternatives that would help
alleviate the problem.
In carrying out aU that we
propose, we $olicit all comments
and criticisms so that we may
express student opinions.

If you are ti1·ed of • ..
time wasted on
Cooking, Restaurants, Cleaning,
Commuling, Hunting for Parking,
Shopping, Utilities and Expenses
And would prefer • ••
We do the Cooking,
Plenty of Food, No Limit,
Coffe~all day, We do the Cleaning
Linen Supplied, Lots of Parking,
Walk lo Clu!is

...

We are now taking reservations
for Sumnuw and FaU of 1972

303 Ash St. NE

245-2881

j

Unique Jewelry
For
Unique Occasions

BEAUTY+ COMFORT

GELLA: In bone or white.
sizes 4Y2·11

16.99

Friday, April 2 f. at 5:00 p.rn.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

...

Paris-WINROCK is open
Mon. through Fri. until 9. p.m.

Torn W. Thompson
400 San Felipe-Of~ Town.

Downtown • Wjnroek •

Wednesday, April19, 1972
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STUDENTS will rightfully receive
the least. We want· to emphasize
the fact that we, the members of
the TANSTAAFL party are not
just making idle promises. We are
very serious people with a very
aerious cause and WE MEAN
BUSINESS. If you support us and
vote for us on April 26 then Big
Brother has had the shaft and
student government will once
more J:Je entrusted back to the
students.
VOTE TANSTAAFL. Please
remember that in order for us to
be effective the entire
TANSTAAFL party must be
elected.

TANSTAAFL. Reading this
article rnay very well put 24 extra
dollars in your hand per semester
and ali it will cost you is a vote.
Throughout the upcoming
ASUNM Presidential and Senate
campaign period up until election
day itself, you who are concerned
about student government are
going to be hit with scores of
proposals and promises having to
do with student budget and
athletic fees. Groups of candidates
will be spouting off that drastic
changes will come about
concerning allocations of funds
for organizational and athletic
programs, We should like to make
it clear at the beginning that these
issues which will inevitably
dominate the entire campaign
period were originally introduced,
sponsored by and carefully
developed through the efforts of

abolishment of the athletic fee
woulo:1, in principle be equaJiy as
dictatorial as the now mandatory
fee. The latter is in essence telling
the student that he must pay willy
nilly and the former is telling him
that he can't pay even if he so
chooses, This is totally
unacceptable to the TANSTAAFL
party: FREEDOM OF CHOICE IS
WHAT TANSTAAFL IS ALL
ABOUT. We believe the student
athletic program to be healthy,
legitimate, and very desirable. We
have no doubts that the student
athletic program would have no
problem collecting the funds
necessary for its existence from
those people who are definitely
interested in the athletic
programs. Currently the athletic
program operates on $350,000 of
student money; under the present
mandatory fee those who enjoy
all the activities do so only at the
expense of those whose personal
taste is in other direCtions. 55,5
per cent attend two or fewer
football games; 59.8 per cent
attend five or less basketball
games (according to a report by
the Committee of Research and
Statistics). General admission for
football games is $3, for
basketball it's $2.50. The
percentage of students mentioned
above then could attend two
football games and five basketball
games for $18.50. Since they pay
$14.00 each semester or $28.00 a
year, they could save then, on an
optional fee basis, $9.50 each
year. One of the surest ways to
point up the inadequacies of the
system would be if everyone
attended every function of both
student government and the
athletic program. The chaos
would be catastrophic; the only
way the current system works is
counting on the fact that no
full·tim.e student CAN possibly
attend all the functions for which
he is forced to pay $52.00 a year.
Now in regard to the student
activity fee. The TANSTAAFL
candidates would like to make it
clear at the outset that the
abolition of the student budget is
absolutely NOT our purpose. Our
prime concern lies with the

associated, TANSTAAFL.
Through the diligent ardor of
Joel McCrillis and Robin Tawney,
T ANST AFFL presidential and
vice presidential candidates, a
resolution of vital concern to each
and every student at UNM was
submitted to ASUNM Senate and
finally accepted as a referendum
on the April 26 ballot. This
resolution concerns the following
question: Should the present
Student Activity fee of $20 A)
remain mandatory or B) become
optional. It is with the student
activity fee that TANSTAAFL is
primarily concerned. But rll'st we
would like to say a few words
about athletics.
The question of the mandatory
athletic fee has already been
received and given top priority on
the platforms of several of the
other candidates many of whom
we might add, are antagonistic
toward the athletic program to
the point of totally abolishing it.
The athletic fee referendum
originally introduced by
presidential aspirant Sen.
Bernadette Chavez, offered the
student three choices: The
athletic fee should:
A. become optional
B. remain mandatory, or
C. be abolished.
At the March 15 Senate
meeting Joel McCrillis,
presidential candidate for
TANSTAAFL opposed the
adoption of this third choice
(abolishment) on two grounds: 1)
that it would have the effect of
splitting the opposition to the
mandatory fee, and more
importantly, 2) the total

to be secured and it involveiS
several important questions the
student should ask himself. Do
you believe that the student
government should have the right,
as they do now, to coerce $12 per
semester from you with or
without your consent? Do you
believe that the student
government knows better what to
do with your money than you
yourself do? Do you feel that
your survival is dependent upon
student nourishment and
subsidzation? If you would
answer these questions "no" and
indeed would like to have full and
direct control over your own
money and where it is spent then
we 'urge you to get out and vote
for the TANSTAAFL candidates
on April26.
·
We want to give your money
back to you a..11d we can do it if
you elect us into office. We,
together with your voting
support, can put an end to all this
student government nonsense that
has been so nauseating to us all.
We can put an end to all the
budget squabbling among
different organizations, There will
be no more whining about who
got too much money. and who
didn't get enough. There will be
n(>- .mor~ a.c.or.usations JeyeJed In.
Senate concerning racism and
favoritism. You, the individual
student, will have the inalienable
right to decide which organization
or organizations will receive the
benefit of YOUR money. Thus
those or~ranizations most
important to the STUDENTS will
receive the most money and those
least important to the

be reinstated.
Never before has ASUNM
played such an important role in
the administrative and academic
decisions of this University. While
we now have vocal representation
at meetings of the Board of
Regents, true representation in
University governance can be
accomplished only when we have
a student member on the board
with full voting rights.
As president, I intend to work
for the continuation of eiiective
and relevant stude11t government
programs and the continued
protection of student rights.
Other issues with which I will
concern myself include continued
University funding of minority
studies programs, continued
sound financial management of
ASUNM funds, protection of
students ~s consumers and as
tenants, and student welfare in
this institution's facilities and
services.
There will be times during the
coming year when difficult and
important issues arise. In these
times I will continue to seek the
opinions of my constituents in an
effort to insure democratic
government, and to act consistent
with the students' interest, even if
. in conflict. wit,b the faculty and __
the administration.!>

i

i

TANSTAAFL
Joel McCrillis
Presidential candidates
Robin Tawney
Vice P!'esidenthd candidates
Linda G. Eustace
Zachary McCormick
Gail Tawney
Robert M. Jones II
Roberta Calderwood
Ron Shibata
Senate candidates
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Jack O'Guinn
Presidential candidate
As a presidential candidate,
Jack O'Guinn feels that his most
important strengths are his
experiences as vice president of
ASUNM and President of the
ASUNM Senate, and the f'act that
he has established himself with
the University administl.'ation as a
respected spokesman for the
student body.
"One of student government's
tragedies of the past has been the
lack of continuity in changes of
student govemment leadership. In
the past, whenever student
government began to exert
pressure on various issues, the
University administration had
only to delay until the student
leaders' term of office expired."
As ASUNM vice president, I
have been instrumental in a
student government which has
started an impressive chain of
accomplishments. W.ith
cooperation from GSA and
others, we have brought about
State legislation for a badly
needed $10 million library bond
issue; University iundinl! of
married student housing; and have
shifted the bulk of minority
studies' funding from student
government to the University.
Additionally, this student
government has played an
important role in proving to the
University administration that a
major under_graduate prolft'arn

MVP Jim lvicek
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action this weekend with three because regular Billy Smith was
contests against UTEP (0·6 on having arrn trouble. Hank found
the going tough, Besides
year) at El Paso.
Two walks and a run producing committing the costly first game
single by rightfielder Pat McTeer error, he was chatged with, two
gave the squad from Las Cruces. a more miscues in the second
first inning run in the opener. The contest.
Smith Rested
1·0 lead held up until the bottom
''We'~:e ret;ting him (Smith): His
of the fou~th when the Lobos
knotted the score on a Dan arm's a little tired," Coach Bob·
Fitzgerald triple and a RBI single Leigh said. "He'll be ready for the
weekend games,"
by JimSnrh<w.
The Lobes came back with a
Fitzgerald's three-bagger was
the tenth of the season for the run in the $ixth to r:ut the deficit
sophomore slugger. The NCAA to 3·2. ·Arter Jim Surver's RBI
record for triples is 13, Dan went single, the bases were loaded and
4·for·5 in the .twinbill to up his none were out. However, a
strikeout and a double play ended
.362 team leading average,
'
The Aggies picked up the tie the serious threat.
breaking run a8 well as what
$
$ The Economics of
proved to be the winning run in
the fifth inning. Pat McTeer
The Cold War
brought in one of the runs with a
by Robert Smith
single, and the other. NMS tally
At yo~r bog!lstore or
came on an error by shortstop
Hvdson Rand Press
Hank Garcia.
111 Orchard Street
Garcia was moved to short
$
$ Monroe, New York 10950

Take Ronald
McDonald to the
bathroom with you.

Rivals Lobos for Popularity

I

Birthright

-.

The UNM baseball team split a
double header with New Mexico
State at Lobo Field yesterday as
the Lobo hitters failed to hit in
the clutch during the first game,
while they never stopped hitting
in the second contest,
Despite being outhit 8 to 4,
New Mexico State won the opener
with the benefit of a base on balls.
Greg Trammell, NMS' ace, picked
up his seventh victory of the year
without a defeat despite being
outpitched by his mound rival,
Jim Weber.
Fre:>hman Weber allowed three
hits and three runs (2 earned) in
six innings of mound work.
Trammell went seven innings
giving up eight hits and two runs.
Both pitchers walked six batters.
UNM pounded out 17 hits in
the second contest in amaosing 13
runs, The Aggies trailed 13·5 after
five innings but they crossed the
plate five times in the last two
frames to make the final score a
close 13·10.
NMS, which is having one of its
best seasons in years, now boasts a
23·15 record. By splitting the
doubleheader, UNM took the
season series from their state rival
Jim
Valuable Gymnast on Coach Rusty three games to two, and kept their
Mitchell's 1971-72 squad. Ivicek's teammate record four games above .500
in high school, Dave Repp, who redsllirted (22-18).
this year due to a shoulder injury, will be the
UTEPNext
UNM resumes conference
captain for next year's squad.

Powder Puff Football Action

(Business Adnunistration) should

A training session and
workshop for Birthright will be
conducted April 24, 25 and 27 at
7:30p.m. at St. Joseph's Hospital.
Panels, slides, speakers will be
included in the presentation.
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By DUCHESS SMITH
"You crazy Ref!"
"Those guys don't know what
they're doing out there!"
"Come on, line! Hold urn!"
"Watch out! It's a reverse!"
The excitement sounds like a
Lobo game, or maybe even a
playot't between the Cowboys and
the Miami Dolphins. But this was
the typical action at any powder
puff football game one could have
witnessed this season.
Five teams, the Alpha Chi
Omegas, Alpha Delta Pis, Delta
Gammas, Chi Omegas, and Pi Beta
Phis fought their hearts out for
five weeks in the annual powder
puff football contest which is held
each spring.
The games, which were
sponsored by the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity, were played every
Sunday between 1:00 and 3:00
p.m. They were attended by
anywhere from one to two
hundred enthusiastic spectators,
including many from Coach Rudy
Feldman's own prima donnas,
who were there to see just what
techniques the girls could teach
them.
Femininity Misplaced
Playing football was no eas-,Y
task for the sorority girls who
have the reputation of being quite
feminine. Once on the football
field, some of the young ladies
lost all feminine instincts and
became, how would you describe
them, animals? Each first stringer
knew how to cope with each
important block, whether it was a
power right fake reverse, or
maybe a quick pitch left.
- ·- · ··· ··· --·T-empers f!a:cd on -each ,e-!d-~ ~s
soon as the opening kick off took
place. Nine determined girls
would race down the field and try
to pull the flag off the girl with
the ball. Sometimes, however, the
''flag football" would end up.
being more of the tackle variety
with girls sprawled out from one
end of the field to the other.
Penalties were often called for

'I

linebacker Paul Sitkowski, tight
end Greg Symons, and others
tried out their coaching abilities
on the girls.
The teams were divided into
the defensive line, offensive line,
backs, etc, so each part of the
team could specialize in their
As. the lovelies •tagge~ed off the speci£ic a)!ea-j.ust l.ike real
field at the end of each game, football. They would have warm
totally exhausted, many probably up drills and then an hour or so of
wondered if it was worth it. I intense practice, but of course
mean, how many young ladies there would be an easy practice
have to limp to class every on the day before the game or the
Monday because some 135 lb. game day.
female tackle blocked them too
Each team attired in matching
hard?
T shirts or jerseys would arrive at
Players Coached Girls
the field 30 minutes before the
Each team would practice at game for some last minute
least on'ce each week, coached by instructions from · the coaches.
some member of the Pike The fans went wild with
fraternity. Many of the fraternity enthusiasm for their team.
members are or were football Boyfriends of the girls wottld get
players in their own riaht. Also ;;o mad at the referees, it was hard
some football players got in on to keep them off the field.
the action even if they didn't
It was the Pi Beta Phis who
belong to. the fraternity. Former
star quarterback Rocky Long, ended their second year
halfback Larry Korpitz, fullback undefeated . and unscored upon,
Pat Gallagher, tackle Bill with the Chi Omegas close behind.
So there, you male chauvinists.
"Trucker" Cunningham, current

clipping, holding, and offsides.
It was never unusual to see one
of the pretty girls J>eing carried
off the field due to injuries. Few
girls escaped the season without
several bruises, or even cracked
ribs, broken arms or legs, and even
impaired vision.
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FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL:

RICHARD SALAZAR
RICHARDSON FORD SALES
ALBUQUERQUE

298-7411
Sponsored by Students for McGovern

fl
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4 localipns
lomas at San Pedro
Menaul at San Pedro
Candelaria ai Eubank
5314 Fourth Stnat, NW

If you will not be here for the June 6th primary.
then you may vote absentee. Just fill out this
form and drop it off at the McGovern table in
tbe Union. We will make sure a bailot is sent to
you. You can also register at this same table.
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II you flnd your bathroom
boring, this is tho cup !Qr you,
lt•s 5leek, It's ganufna- p1astlc.
It's bright yellow. It's also
fne with the purchase of any
16-oz, soft drink.
You'll love it.

RENT·A~CAR

'·
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And the Last of the Statements
Jerry L. Buckner
Vice presidential c;;mdidate
I believe that I am the most
qualified candidate for ASUNM
Vice President. In the fall of
1970, I became an ASUNM
Senator and served on the
ASUNM Finance Committee the
sp:dng of 1971. At that time I
became the Chairman of the
Finance Committee and served at
that position through February,
1972. I was the only incumbant
senatCJr to win re-election to
ASUNM Senate in the 1971 fall
election and have served as
President Pro-Tem since
December 1971. In the past year,
I have chaired ad hoc committees
to revamp the Popular
Entertainment Committee and to
study the ecology of our campus.
Although some people believe·
an elected official only represents
one segment of the campus, I
believe it is h!s duty to l"P.presP.nt
as much of a cross•section of
campus as possible. Every person
that comes to me with a problem,
has been and wi.II be treated with
con;)plete equality and fairness.
We, as students of UNM, must
unite together and work for
common interests that will benefit
all. University Governance is very
vital to this cause, but it must be
given more power to make policy
rather than to recommend policy.
We, as members of ASUNM, must
have an updated constitution
under which our government can
function and its members may
know their rights. Teacher
evaluation is another vital need on
our campus for the students. We
are the ones being educated, so we
should have the right to express
our opinion as to who are the best
educators.

I

l pledge to you, that if Ellected,
I will implement the above gQals
and endeavor to solve any other
pro bll:lms confronting ASUNM
throughout the coming year. I am ~
here at your service-USE ME!

Jerry D. Herrera
Vice presidential ·candidate
ASUNM is at a key point in her
history. At this time, as no other,
student opinion is on the verge of
being heard in University policy.
Experience is important for the
efficient operation of the Vice
Presidency. In previous years, I
have held elective offices as
former president of Santa Clara
Hall and student senator. I am
pre8A.ntly serving as the student
body attorney general. Working in
the Jegi$lative branch as a senator
and in the executive branch as
attorney general, I have become

well versed in the duties of both Brotherhood Four
branches, as the Vice President Charlie A. Jones
must be,
I am deeply concerned about Edna L, Keller
policy on the UNM campus. I am Ivory M. Moore
close to the needs of the $tudents, Saundra Rice
having worked with them through Senate candidates
various phases of student
government. Through my office I
constantly receive student Wefavo:r:
1. Stricter dorm security to
feedback which is paramount protect
our female students.
when the tneeds of tlie students
2. Making the athletic fee
are at hand. My platform is as
optional.
follows:
3. A stronger voice of Student
1. I will fight for more. funding Senate
in Student Government.
of the media (Lobo, KUNM)
4.
More
equal representation
because the University's of women
on Student
population is increasing not Govel.'nment committees.
decreasing and if the University
5. The University doing more
loses these services, then the in the
area of married housing.
students have no way of voicing
6. Setting up a student,
their opinions ot grievances.
administration committee
2, More frequent polling of faculty,
to investigate and clean up the
students.
·
3. More frequent referenda on student "ghetto."
7. Speedy resolution of the
ASUNM ideas.
parking
situation.
4. Senate resolutions for
8.
'Student
ovtion of dropping
petitioning of the adminb>tration
a
course
instead
of taking an "F"
for mandatory teacher grade.
evaluations.
5. Increased University role in
Albuquerque-for example:
Senate resolution for petitioning
Albuquerque for stricter
enforcement of pollution control.
6. More senate involvement
and accountability.

Las Campanas
Applications are now available
for Las Campana$, junior women's
honorary. To be eligible women
must have an aggregate GPA of
3.0 or greater and have earned
between 41 and 64 hours.
Forms are available in the Dean
of Students Office, the Activiti~s
Center in the Union and at the
main desk in Hokona. Deadline
for applications is. April 21.
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7c 11er word, 20 word mfnf·
WHERE: Journalism Building, RQOJII
mum t$1.40) per time run. If ad ls to
205~ Jlfternoons preferably or mall.
l'Un five or more conseeut,ive days with
no chllnrtes the rate Is teduced to 5c
Classlfted Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment m\IJit be made in Cull prior to insertion ol' advertisement
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PERSONALS

ADVERTISE f 11 Ellcellcnt 1ato model
rnrP rnr-drlver ne~ SPONSOR. 296·
411.16 after li :lli.
4/2G
FRF.E: 'Part German Shepard PUPllYonc month old, and a one year old l!al:'l;
German Shepard dog to n good home.
266-4274.
4/24
HOROSCOPES erected and interpreted,
priced $3.00 and up. AlbUqUerctue AstrolOtlY Center, 294·ii8GG.
4/!H
RE SPONSTBL E STUDEN'f WILL
CARE FOR HOME, yard, pebl during
ummer, !or rent. Dianne, 277·3263. 4/21
'l'HE nAG SHOPPE wanbl to buy the
CII!!Ual tsummer clothing you don't. want
and RECYCLE It to aomoone else who
dQes. Clothing must btl clean, current
and on hangc1'8. 81111 'J',fat«; and Ibdf:m
School Road NE. 268·2823.
4./21
DORM RESIDENTS NEEDED to organize
voter regl.!!tratlon. Use the power. Call
Tom Ruthl!l'!ord for State Senate. 265·
4/20
8695,
AGORA: Uecau!ic t10metimes just having
11omoone to lhten helps. NW corner of
Mella Vl~ta. 277-3013,
tfn
liELP I HELP I HELP 1 A cratt bunch
of young prettY' glrb needs tutoring in
all areas. Plea~e helrr us! Jwt call 2773611 and ask !or Barbara Parket or
Janet V~~;\lght-or come to 2500 Central
SE, aecond floor, acrOM lrt:Jm Jobnson
Gym.
4/19
'l'RANSlT: having .a 'hard time? D:rutt
Coun!eling and Information. Can 2776li42, Mesa Vfsta 1056, Sun-Thurtt., fi-12
F.rJ. And Sat. 7-2.
7/2

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: 'Men's Ring. Identity and claim
206 Scholes Hall.
4/2li
LOST: Largl! Dl~tek Male Shepard Cra!!s
with De~keley Tag. 266-8242.
4/26
LOST OR FOUND AN ANlMAL 'l Call
Animal Humane AM()Ciatfon. 255-5528.

~·

------------~---------=~tfn
3J SERv1CES

JEWELRY /ENAMElLING
Insttuctlon:
All techniques: studio bear university:
342-84lJG. P:~m.
tfrt
D & W, COLOlt TELElVISIO:N SER:
VICEJ Student Dlscountl Service call,
$2.60. 268•4689,
4/21
SUIIER. TYPIST l Fast, M<lurate, thC15Eil,
etc. 40e 11er page. 266-9053.
4/21
ltiDE NEE DEl> I For 6·16-7Zto N!!w York
Clty"""i!bare expe~es-243-3682.
4/20
'l'YPEWRITER, SMITH CORONA STANDARDJ Mnthematlcal kc¥bonrd, $4u. 2996838.
4/20
R.ESUME8-UNM SPECIAL, $13.60, Also
Local - National - Over$ellll Etnllloyer
Submittals•. Ralph Shnll'er. PROFES·
SIONAL RESUMES, 296-8891.
li/4
PROF!<JSSIONAL RESUME WITH 60
COPIE8-off-eet press. Special atudent
rate! o( $14.60 ($11.6(} for od~Jinat tmly),
Call 21l6·8751 lor npi)ointment-Mr. Pnt.
tel'l!on.
tfn
UNM GRAD STUDENT d~ good tunc-UJl8 ror $5. Includes timing, carb ad•
Jllllt.tnent, Installation ailiJ gauging of
points, eondcnsel', and plugs. Other
work done cheup lneiUd(;S Installation ot
shoek.! ($2 caeh), waterpumpa, and
othtll' mundunQ chorcs that service ata•
tlon!! i:'lp you otT tor. Grl\nt, Box 4175,
Station A, 87106,
tfn ·
TYPING WANTED - Re1111onablt1 rate~~
Ph•me Marllec-29l!-5ll97.
4/2l
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S~RVlCES

5>

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFICATION photo. Fa~~t, Inexpensive,
I'llei\Sing. Ne:n UNM. CaU 266·2444 or
come to 171'7 Girard Blvd. NE. ~

4) FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR QUIET Unlvel'lllty
boy 3 rooms and bath, $52 month,
utnlti(;S paid, 11 blocka frotn Univel'llity.
2~8-9209.
4/19
FEMALE ROOMMATE for 111tmtnet-.
Swimming pool. 2 miles :from campus.
4/24
265-9805.
ATTRACTIVE female :roommate want~
-Immediately. LuJtUey apt, Cali eith('f
Pat 1t1lllcr or Tom McClusk~, 248·'7660.
---------....,------.:.4/24
$60 NEAR u"NlVERtUTY, 1ll11le ~radtlatAl
student prclerred. P. F. McC11,nna, Inc:.,
114 2nd. St., SW., Call Jlm, 243-6638.
4/21

FOR SALE
11160 FORD 1h t()n PU

FOR SALE

HAND MADE LEATHER PANTS. C~
tom. $55 to $65. 282·5894,
5/5
JIEAD SKIS-POLFJS-RJNDJNGS·BOOT87;fa-good barnln-$GD-243·1495. 4/19
P.A. System with aix channel Bozl!n mixer.
Two Tumer microphones. 243-3648. 4/19
1969 MGB CONVERTffiLE plUll hard
tops. 25,000 miles. $1,900. 299·4839. 4/19
EASY BOY RECLINERS, $39.95, United
:height Snles, 311.2.7 S;m Mateo }i'E.
4/24
1964 PONTIAC four door Donne'illle. New
tires. Good transportation. $400. 299.
4839.
4/19
NORWEGIAN ELKHOUNDS FOR SALE.
Both pet ll.nd shOW' quality, 266·3642.
4/19
MUL'l'IPLEX receiVer With Gartard
changer, $79.95. Unltl!d Freight Sales,
3927 San l4ateo lf.E.
4/24
1911 SINGElt Sewing Machines,
United Freight Sales, 3927 San Mateo
NE.
.&/24
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE ls in Old
Town at 109 Romero St. NW. We sttll
have our sandal'• ~. pants, jacket!!,
visors, belt pouches and more.
4/11
NEW & USED MUSICAL tNSTRU·
MENTS &: RECORDS. Brothers M\IJiie,
1831 Central NW. 242·3745.
4/13
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
40 Per cent- Diamonds and cU;;tom
band!!. Charlie ltometo-3U-6Ug~ 4/9
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30-$60. 441
w,.omin~e NE. 215-5981.
5/2.
PHOTOGAAPliiC SUPPLIES. Student
dll!count on e-rerrthing tn stor~. Darkromn supplies, ftl:tn, chemteab, pr()CCfiS·
ing. Southern Exo~ure LTD.~ 2318 Central across !rom Yale Park.
ttn

I am highly in favor of
students' rights. By this, I mean
all studettts. If elected, I intend to
use my utmost energy to promote
and further the cause or the
student, so that University life
will have a minitnun1 of hnsslc nnd
students will be free to
concentrate on education.

:run~

good, V•l!,

~.ooo miles on tt, ~~7G, 877-737&.

4/25
NEW Schwinn und Gitartc 10-~;peed bl(!ycles: 22 LR pistol: Gurkha knlte (lrom
India}: Spear gun. Evenings. 266•'7678.
4/26
SUZUKI 10() cc. Good condition, $95. Inq.
tiG'l Fairhaven SW.
tfn
BOY'S 3-Bpted, lllu~:, Sdrwfnn ticycle, ~~
~ellent. ~ondltion, 1e~~J tha:n 1 Yrar old,
$56·60 with light and generator. 255-2201
betwee'l\ 3 and t1 p.m.
4/21
'Gll AUSTIN ltEALEY $prltl!; ts.ooo
miles, radio, brattd new top, batUrJ',
earJ>ebl. GetUn~e company eat, mllflt sell,
Try It, you'll .like it (28 M.P.G.) 268•
6230 llfter 5:30. .
4/21
'G-' CHEVROLET-ton mechanical shape.
I>epet~dablc trunsuortation-$125. See at.
114 Edith SE. See John Ralston. 4/1!J
'G3 VW sedan. Ve'tY ~ood condition. Sun~oot. $360. 265·8240.
4/24
199-S FORD FRiron, ~ood l'tlnnhtg condltlt;m. $275-call Harvey.-261i·5844. 4/24
MUST SELL,
·-Ho~d;;--7&0.---'2,200
:tnlles, ex. cond. $1400,00, Cali 877-3737
after '1 v.rn,
4/24
lO.SP.EED Blcvcl!!!!. On enmpus sales and
~ervlee .. With good JJrlce on I:IUality rna•
chine! . trom $72.80 up. Dlcli Hallett.
Room G'l Med. School. 277-2646 or 2662784
4/24
1968 DOI>Gl'! Coronet 440, $1650. Green
w/blk vinyl top, 4 dr. P.S./Auto. tran!f.
/air /stereo tal!ei"IH8 •• -V8 between 6·7.
4/24
Excc!Tcnt cond. 271-2464.
SPA L DIN. G~TOliRNAMENT GOLF
cr,uns. Comblctl!, Good condition. Best
olrer. 2'1'1-3193,
4/21
19B7.SAAB, MJethelin Radlah!, good mech4/21
anical condition, 242-1335.
S()Oec Trhtmph. nonnevllle, balanced, cams,
et<:. Cttrllini !orks and more. 898-6873.
4/21
:-M:-:O:::'l'::-:O::-:R:-::C::'1'Y::-:C~L-:::E:-.-:2-:6-:-0c-c-S"""u-z-,uk:--,i-.-C.,..nl.,..l-2772654. .
..
4/21
1962 vw nus, ss9o.oo, good condtu6n,
:rebuilt 1300 engine, ni'!W brakes, built
in bl'ld. 844·7/;48.
4/21
HANDMADEJ In Sweden. Go~n Guitar.
$26(), 242-0718 or 247·4749, ask tor
l>l'lseilla.

i9ii.

1969 'l'RlUMPit llGO, Semi·cboppcd, looks
beautiful. Chea!'l-842·0628,
4/20
I<AWASAKt, 600cc, g®<l condition, 10,000
11\ilelll, $600, helmets included, 24'7-238•day, 2S2·1i81S C'VenlnQ'S.
4/27

ill

E~lPLOYMENT

Speech Communication
The depal'tment of speech
communication will offer General
Semantics, 350 this fall on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2
until 3:15 p.m. The course will be
taught by Wayne Pnce, new
chairman. of the .department.

Clutch Cargo
Former N.M. governor David F.
Cargo will be on campus April19
at 10:30 a.m. in the Union to
answer questions and present
campaign issues.
Polls for the ASUNM spring
general electiott will be from 8
a.m. until 7 p.m. in the Union
north balb:oom, the south lobby
of Zimmerman Library and La
Posada. Polls in Heady's garage
and the engineering complex will
close at 5 p.m.
Thbse interested in working at
the polls should contact ASUNM,
5528.

Blowing Dirt
Those interested in the pavhtg
of the parking lot on the corner of
Girard and Central call Vicki Lee
at 242·9715.

Budget Hearing
GSA Budget and Finance
meeting will be held at 2:30 in the
GSA office.
EDNA L. KELLER

TEACHERS WANTED. West, Southwest,
and JIOtne Eastern states. Interested, con•
tact SW Tl!aehers Agency, 1804 Cert•
ttal NE. U:Z..3!l45, Our 2fltb year

Students at UNM are concerned
about the way ASUNM is
exploiting their money and
plArJr>~ t.l'OI~h~""· lJI)nrll!!l 1\t'l.d ~. Dletn•
ber of N.A.T.A.
6/6 .:.-or&We11cc. ·I fed th!:; concern !lnd
wish to act on it by becoming
"PERSONS OF VARIOUS OCCUl>A•
TION REGARDIMG N. AMERICA and involved in Senate. I can't accept
OV!!r.!el!$ O!'lvortunitie!, up to $2,6()0.00 a Senate body
that disregards
montl!ly, For e()mnlete information, Write
student
needs
and
desires. I, if
to JOB RESEARCH, Box 1253, Sla·A,
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $5 to cover cost." elected, will work to create a
5/5 Senate that is responsive to
JOBS ON SFf!!'SI MEN, WOMEN. Per· students and justified in recei\ting
teet; summer lob or career, No experience
required. Ex<:ellent pay. Worldwide student confidence.
travel • send $~ .00 f or tn
. rormat'ton. seatax, Box 1239·NR, Seattle~ Washington,
98111.
4/21
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAUTtFUL-Sell flowers-good pay-118 Yale
tfn
SE. 266·1011.
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTs-Australia, Europe, s. America, A!rlcn,
etc. All t>rofesaions ~ artd necuvatftmll,
$700 to sa,ooo monthly. Expenses paid,
ovt!rtime, flfghtseeing. Free inromatlon
Wtite Job$ Overseas, Devt. K9, P.O.
Box 15071, San Diego, CA 92116 4/27

BRIEF§

Polls

$49:95.

51

SAUNDRA RICE
As a female dorm resident, I
f(lcl that the women at UNM face
pressures that I must strive to
alleviate. Not only is personal
safety involved, but I am
concerned about the greater area
of overall women's rights.

"'

.

RATES~

IVORY MOORE
I l>lan to work for the
betterment of the entire student
body. Tq mo.ko tho student
government aware of the student
body needs. If elected, I plan to
see that the students on this
campus are involved.

LINDA VISTA DRIVE-IN
5400 Second St. N.W.
Adults $1.50 Children free
Gates open at 6:.40

Starts Thursday

:................... u .............................

i~Makers of-Kand Made
•n~Uan

Jewelry

OLDTOWN
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Over 30
••
Differeht
SandWiches
•'
Mon•Sat
f
11 a.m.~-a a.m. •
Sun
·

Plus Anthony Quinn
Ann Mar9aret fn R.P.M.

NEW MEXiCO LOBO

